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Now can we take the 1950s contactees seriously again?
For science-backed research into UFO/ET contact, see 

Pioneers of Oneness (2020), available from all major book shops. 
Or download the free e-book Before Disclosure – Dispelling the Fog of 

Speculation (2016) as an introduction:

www.bgapublications.nl
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Haim Eshed PhD, Israeli professor of Astronau�cs (Yedioth Aharonot, 
Israel, 5 December 2020):
“Aliens from all over the universe are already walking among us, but have 
asked not to make it known because humanity is not ready yet.” 

Pentagon (CNN, 16 April 2021):
“Leaked video of uniden�fied aerial phenomena is real.” 

Brian O’Leary PhD, NASA astronaut group 6 1967, US professor of Physics
(Thrive the movie, 2012):
“There is abundant evidence that we are being contacted. Civiliza�ons have 
been monitoring us for a very long �me...” 

Lachezar Filipov PhD, Bulgarian professor of Astrophysics 
(The Telegraph, UK, 26 November 2009):
“Aliens from space are already among us and, and are watching us all the 
�me. They are not hos�le towards us, rather they want to help us but we 
have not grown enough in order to establish direct contact with them.” 

Zhang Yifang PhD, Chinese professor of Physics (Global Times, China, 
9 November 2009):
“Aliens are living in China. Their intelligence is beyond us. They must have 
a good reason to choose to stay in Yunnan… I believe they are friendly and 
they have no inten�on of a�acking us.”

Edgar Mitchell DSc, Apollo 14 astronaut (Kerrang! Radio, UK, 23 July 
2008):
“We have been visited on this planet and the UFO phenomenon is real, 
although it’s been covered up by governments for quite a long �me.” 

Ervin Laszlo PhD, Hungarian philosopher of science (interview in 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, spring 2008):
“There are reports of extra-terrestrials having contact here… Some of the 
things I know I’m not supposed to say because they will never tell me any-
thing more. But I am certain contact has been made.” 

George Adamski, contactee and metaphysics teacher (Flying Saucers 
Have Landed, 1953):
“It was about 12.30 in the noon hour on Thursday 20 November 1952, that 
I first made personal contact with a man from another world. He came to 
Earth in his spacecra�, a flying saucer.”


